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Artillery, rocket fire rage
despite Israeli peace pact
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Christian
and Druse militias signed an Israelisponsored peace pact yesterday, but
new artillery and rocket barrages
were reported in the central mountains overlooking Beirut as soon as
night fell.
Lebanon, meanwhile, accused Israel of setting "impossible conditions" for withdrawal of its troops
from Lebanon.
State television said Christian and
Druse militiamen pounded each other
with artillery and multiple rocket

launchers in the towns of Souk alGharb and Aitat, three to four miles
south of Aley.
Brig. Gen. Amnon Lifkin, commanding officer of the Israeli army in
central Lebanon, told a news conference earlier in the day that the peace
accord covered the Aley and Chouf
Mountain regions.
He said Israeli forces undertook to
police the cease-fire and "react"
against violators in the mountains,
where battles have claimed more
than 170 lives in two months.

However, there have been reports
the Israelis might pull out of the
mountains and let the Lebanese deal
with the violence unless the government of Christian President Amin
Gemayel meets Israeli conditions for
a total withdrawal from Lebanon.
Israel invaded June 6 to smash the
Palestine Liberation Organization,
but refuses to leave without guarantees it will be allowed to man early
warning stations to detect any guerrillas returning.

Autonomy brings recognition
by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

The University Board of Trustees'
decision of Jan. 14 to allow six schools
to opt for autonomy will give recognition to schools that have been neglected by the University's charter in
the past, Dr. Karl Vogt, provost and
interim vice president tor Academic
Affairs, said Thursday.
Dr. Allen White, director of the
school of speech communications,
said in the past schools have been
treated as both departments and as
independent units, whatever the administration felt was applicable in
different instances.
"The charter was ambiguous and
gave no distinction between schools
and deparments." he added.
White and other school directors
served on an ad hoc committee of the

Faculty Senate about three years ago
which drafted a proposed charter
amendment.
Vogt said the amendment was
passed in September of 1981 but
were only two schools at the University. He added that changes are now
needed because schools have grown in
size and tripled in number.
The amendment will recognize six
schools - journalism, HPER, technology, art, speech communications and
nursing - by giving them the option to
become autonomous.
"It seems to me their are two strong
arguments for free standing schools,
Vogt said. "They may serve to attract
students and they may be more able
to provide job placement services.
•'When a unit is attached to a college, potential students are turned
off," he added.
Both White and Dr. John Huffman,
jcUn^djrector^f^heschooLofioiuTja-

NEWS IN BRIEF
Dance set to raise funds for charity
When people sing "I could have danced all night," they usually do not
mean it literally. But for students dancing in this year's Superdance, those
lyrics will become a reality.
The Muscular Dystrophy Superdance, which has become an annual event
at the University, will enable students to get down and hoe down for 25
hours, Feb. 25 and 26, from 6 p.m. Friday until 7 p.m. Saturday, in the
Student Services Forum.
To cheer on the dancers, the 1983 Muscular Dystrophy Association poster
child, Stephanie Gibbs, will be attending the event, according to Tim Asher,
coordinator of the dance.
Asher said the committee's goal for the event is to raise $10,000 which will
come primarily from the dancers' sponsors. He added that the committee is
doing other fund-raising projects for MDA such as putting MDA canisters in
various businesses.
The 300 prospective dancers will dance on the main floor and balcony of
the forum. Asher said it is not important that the dancers remain the entire
25 hours, but that they should try.
Dancers will receive five-to-ten minute breaks here and there, he said,
adding that the dancers will sleep and dance in shifts with a total of one-half
hour of sleep.
The dance is being sponsored by Kohl Hall and is open to the public.

Weather
Mostly sunny today with a high in the mid-30s.
tonight. Low in the low 20s.

Increasing cloudiness

Inside
-BG icers upset by Western Michigan. See page eight.

-Falcon cagers continue winning streak. See page nine.

lism, said their respective departments will be weighing the benefits of
and giving consideration to the option
of autonomy.
Van Der Smissen said the school of
HPER may consider the option in the
future, but added "that is not our
intention at this time."
amending procedures were put off for
a year and a half because then Interim President Dr. Michael Ferarri
said the matter would be best handled
by a permanent president.
The ad hoc committee was formed
by school directors when they were
asked independently by a standing
committee of Faculty Senate to give
their opinions on the merits of autonomous status. White said. The proposed amendment that resulted was
then turned over to the bylaws committee of Senate for revision, he
added.
"WE WANTED to more accurately
distinguish schools from academic
departments," White said.
Dr. Betty Van Der Smissen, director of the school of health, physical
education and recreation, said the
primary function of the amendment
proposal was "so (that) schools would
be recognized in the charter." She
said she gave her support on that
basis.
Vogt said the charter did not cite
schools in earlier days because there

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor
Tracy Vermillion. a junior management information systems major, leads the pack as the cross country ski
class takes advantage of the heavy snowfall the Bowling Green area received late Sunday night.

Gripes prompted code changes
Editor's Note: This is the first in a
four-part series dealing with the
proposed revisions of the Student
Code. Today's story deals with
what prompted the revisions. Tomorrow's story will be on local
attorney's opinion of the effects the
proposed changes might have.
by Tom Angelic
staff reporter
It is the beginning of the 1962 fall
semester. Students arrive in Bowling
Green for the start of classes. In the
first few weeks, students throw what
Derek Dickinson, director of standards and procedures, describes as 60
or 70 of the wildest parties this campus has ever seen.
Non-University residents complain
through neighborhood organizations
and through city council, and the
mayor of Bowling Green brings the
issue to the attention of the University

administration. He asks them to help
the city cope with the off-campus
student problem.
It was under these circumstances
that the need for reviewing the current student code was recognized by
the administration, University President Dr. Paul Olscamp. says.
"I guess myself and (Dr. Donald)
Ragusa (dean of students) were the
have handled the issue of off-campus
violations, and Dickinson was
charged with the job of finding out
what, if any, are the problems in the
Bowling Green community.
"There is a problem,' Dickinson
said.
"One resident declared war on our
students because his wife and family
have been threatened; people have
driven cars on his lawn, urinated on
his porch, thrown bottles on his property and made gross obscenities
(comments) to his wife.
"Another resident whose house is

surrounded by students who rent
property, complained that parties
were going on six days a week. His
question was: Where does he have
any rights? We, through this office,
have received several complaints like
that from the community, he said.

Student
Code

J

"THE CITY has asked for help. Now
the University could say, 'No, we
won't look into the situation,' but
first people to say 'you know, we want
to do some things here and we can't do
them the way things are now' " Olscamp said.
"I don't know how it moved from that
single issue to 'well, maybe we should

just look at the whole (Student) Code
and see if there's anything else that
should be changed in it.' I (then)
assigned the job to Ragusa."
OLSCAMP SAID he did not write any
of the proposed code changes and has
not seen them.
Dr. Robert Arrowsmith, associate
dean of students, said Ragusa directed him and Dickinson to take a
look at the code. He said he was given
the responsibility to research how
other mid-American universities
(Bowling Green citizens) believe
their rights are being infringed upon;
they feel that our students are taking
for granted that they can do anything
they want in this community and
violate the law and use our campus
for sanctuary," Dickinson said.
"So the administration has to look
at the issue. It's legal; the (University's) jurisdiction can be expanded to
the community," he added.
see CODE page 5

Exc/se taxes prompt, walkout

Local truckers join national strike
by Erin Esmont
staff reporter

BG News Photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Despite the independent truckers strike, many trucks con still be seen on the highways. These truckers may be
traveling together in a effort to ward off violence.

Outrage over the nickel-a-gallon tax
increase has prompted local truckers
to "park their rigs and join forces in
the nationwide independent trucker's
strike.
The strike, which began last week,
is over the excise taxes added when
the bill reached Congress for final
approval.
"What set it off so much, was when
it (the bill) was going through Washington there was only talk about the
five cents-a-gallon tax," Paul Overman, a trucker with 23 years of experience, said.
"The big issue is the highway use
tax," he said, adding that this Is the
amount truckers are taxed for using
the highways.
According to the bill, truckers will
be heavily taxed in three key areas:
federal highway use taxes, tire taxes
and new trucks and parts.
Trucks weighing the maximum 80,000 gross vehicle weight (GVW) that
now pay an average of $240 each year

for highway use, will be forced to pay
$1,600 beginning July 1,1984.
NEW TIRES taxed at 10 cents per
pound will increase to 15 cents per
pound for all tires from 40-69 pounds;
30 cents for tires from 70-89 pounds;
and 50 cents for tires over 90 pounds.
The current 10 percent excise tax on
all new trucks over 33,000 GVW and
trailers over 26,000 pounds will be
increased to 12 percent.
The independent truckers are hoping the strike will help to get the law
modified or repealed before it goes
into effect April 1.
Congressman Delbert Latta, ROhio, has requested the chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee and the chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee to hold hearings
to determine whether the complaints
being made by the independent trucker's are valid.
Members of one organization called
MOVE - Motorists ofOhio for Vehicular Equality - do not think the trucker's protests are valid.
"As car drivers and light truck

drivers, we have had to foot the bill
for too long," Tom Cashman, coordinator of the organization, said.
"The tax increases are needed to
help pay for the damage the heavy
trucks cause to our road systems," he
said, adding that there have been
substantial underpayments by the
trucking industry during the past 30
years.
INDEPENDENT trucker's do not
agree. The excise tax increases, as
they see it, will virtually put the
independent hauler out of business.
"I am for the strike," Overman
said. "I hope that it will help with
"I realty don't want to be losing the
money, but on the other hand, the risk
of violence to your truck - you might
as well park it," he said.
A 25-year veteran of the trucking
industry said he would not mind paying a dune a gallon for gas to see the
highways fixed, yet he does not agree
with the additional increases.
"A trucker is a breed of bis own,"
see TRUCKERS page 5
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National infrastructure
in great need of repair
America's infrastructure - roads, transits , sewers and
buildings - is in need of repair. Economists have estimated that the total cost to repair the infrastructure could
amount to anywhere between $2.5 and $3 trillion dollars. This
is three times the national debt.
States and cities can no longer rely on federal funds to
repair their decaying structures because it doesn't come
close to covering the amount that is needed.
Bridges alone need vast amounts of money for repairs.
According to the Federal Highway Adminstration (FHWA),
of the 500,000 plus bridges in the United States, more than
126,000 are listed as structurally deficient and more than 121,000 are considered obsolete - too narrow or do not have
enough lanes for the traffic they carry.
The bridge that recently collapsed in Padding County had
been given a rating of seven out of 10, which is considered
"fairly good," according to a spokesman from the Ohio
Department of Transporation. This bridge's collapse caused
the death of five people and the injury of four others. We at
the News can only hope that a bridge listed as "safe" is in
much greater condition than one listed in "fairly good"
condition.
Our country's sense of priorities are a bit perplexing these
days. The administration is spending vast amounts of dollars
on defense. When its own infrastructure is in a dangerous
state of decay.
The News believes a strong economy is the best defense
against war. Adequate infrastuctures are vital to the functioning of the economy. Until the infrastucture is repaired,
defense spending is useless.

Student Legal Service
will benefit all students
The proposed Student Legal Service
(SLS) has been a hot topic the last
week and a half. A lot of misunderstandings and misconceptions have
come out. It is important to make sure
we all understand what the SLS is and
what it will do.

COMMENTARY
By Mark Dolan

The SLS will consist of two full-time
lawyers. One lawyer will work from 8
a.m. until 4 p.m. with the second
lawyer starting at noon and working
until 8 p.m. It is hoped that these
hours will serve the entire main campus student body including night students. The services the lawyers will
provide are divided into three areas:
education, advice, and representation.
The presence of SLS will help to
promote awareness of the law and its
various uses. Not only will students
receive first-hand knowledge of how
the law system in the United States
works, but throughout the year the
lawyers will be conducting lectures,
workshops and seminars. When students leave the University, they will
be better prepared and nave more
knowledge of how "the system"
works, but more importantly they will
know their rights within that system.
This will enhance their ability to
compete in a world that is becoming
more complex.
The SLS also will give advice and
representation to students. Advice
will be given on any legal matter in
which the student may become involved. Legal representation in court
will be provided in various civil and
criminal matters. The most likely
uses of the service will involve: landlord/tenant matters, consumer complaints, DUI (driving under the
influence) violations, traffic violations, open container violations, disturbing the peace and any other
matters that are not restricted by
state law or SLS regulations.
According to state law, the service
may not represent students when
their action is against the University,
other students, or law enforcement
officers. The lawyers of the SLS will
not represent students on matters in
which extensive expertise is needed
or in matters that, because of time
constraints, would leave inadequate
services for the rest of the student

body (i.e. immigration, patents and
copyrights, major felonies, business
matters). Again the SLS will advise
on any matter and will represent the
students in court on civil and criminal
matters like: landlord/tenant, DUI,
disturbing the peace, etc.
The funding for the SLS will be
Sirovided by an increase in general
ees of $2.00 a semester or on the
average of 44.5 cents a month. This
charge will show up on your bill as a
separate charge but will have to be
paid with the entire bill. However, if
you do not wish to support this type of
legal insurance you may ask for a
refund. All you will need to do is fill
out and sign a refund request form,
and return the form to the SLS office.
The refund will then be processed and
credited to your account.

Much more has deteriorated recently in the Middle East than relations between American and Israeli
forces in Lebanon. There has, in fact,
been i splintering of all the major
elements in President Reagan's
peace plan.

COMMENTARY
By Joseph Kraft

So it is not enough simply to complain about Menachem Begin and the
Israelis. The real trick is to leapfrog
the Lebanese affair, the better to
make an early run at King Hussein of
Jordan and the far more critical problem of the Palestinians.
The present American approach is
based on an analysis by the president's special ambassador to the Middle East, Philip Habib. The Habib
view was that Lebanon could be
cleared of all foreign forces - Israeli,
Syrian and those of the Palestine
Liberation Organization - by the end
of 1962.
The focus would then shift to negotiations on the status of the Palestinians living in territories occupied by
Israel on the West originally man-

dated by the part of the Camp David
Accords guaranteeing Palestinian autonomy, would take on a new character. It was thought that the PLO,
having been humbled in the Lebanese
fighting, would moderate its demands
for an independent state. PLO moderation would allow Kins Hussein of
Jordan to join Israel and. Egypt in the
negotiations. The presence of Hussein
- a conservative monarch in an existing state - would provide the Isralis
assurance against the radical nationalist ambitions of the Palestinians.
In fact, arranging withdrawl from
Lebanon has proved to be extrememly hard. Inside the Begin government, a faction under Defense
Minister Ariel Sharon has insisted on
a continuing Israeli military presence
in Lebanon. A faction of the Lebanese
govuTiment, under President Amin
Gemayel has been prepared to go
along. Only after a lot of jousting,
with both Gemayel and Begin standing aloof, did the negotiations finally
reach an impasse.
The slow going in the Israeli withdrawal negotiations gave the Syrians
second thoughts about leaving Lebanon. Especially since Damascus has
recently been reinforced by Soviet
weapons manned by Soviet crews.
With the Syrians reluctant to get out,
the PLO stand has hardened.
Diehard factions hostile to the top
leader, Yasser Arafat, have taken a

new lease on life. Under their fire,
Arafat has been less and less keen to
flash the green light for King Hussein
to enter the Palestinian negotiations
with Egypt and Israel. The latest
reports from Amman suggest that
Hussein, always a master of ambiguity and delay, will not soon be coming
back to Washington with a clear mandate to participate in the Palestinian
talks.
The temptation to blame Isreal, in
these conditions, is very strong, and
those who love to bash the Israelis
anyway are now having a field day.
But a little thought shows that these
negative instincts only complicate
withdrawal from Lebanon. For the
Israelis will cede ground only to an
American presence in the area they
abandon. If they are convinced American soldiers are hostile, the Israelis
will be that much more loath to get
out.
One of the few favorble signs in
recent times, moreover, has been the
relatively subdued behavior of Prime
Minister Begin. He may be getting
ready to disown Gen. Sharon, or even
to ease himself out in the event of a
very bad report from the commission
looking into the Beirut massacres.
But public application of American
pressure would bring him roaring
back in an assertive way.

sador Habib returns to the area this
week, and it is barely possible that he
can get the talks between Israel and
Lebanon unstuck. If so, some progress toward Israeli withdrawal is
possible, and all the other parties can
move accordingly. Still, given the
splintered character of Lebanese politics, and the Jockeying within Israel,
progress will he slow.
So the critical thins is to disengage
the Palestinian negotiations from the
issue of Lebanese withdrawal. What
is required at this point is an all-out
effort to bring King Hussein to the
bargaining table. The Egyptians,
judging by the talk of President Hosni
Mubarak on his Visit here, are more
than eager. So are other Arab leaders,
many Palestinians, and not a few
Israelis. The chance to bring Hussein
into the talks at this juncture presents
far too great an opportunity for it to
be thrown away in the shifting sands
of Lebanese politics.
Nor should Hussein be allowed to
bide in the Lebanese labyrinth. If he
does not want to play, if in fact there
is no Jordanian option, then the world
should know about it - and the sooner
the better. For in that case all of us
will have to rethink approaches to the
Mideast. The US. in particular will
need to adopt a different strategy toward Arabs as well as Israelis.

Joseph Kraft's columns are sydiThe right approach, as usual, is to cated and copywrited by the Los
address the issues carefully. Ambas- Angeles Times syndicate.

Freeze gives hope for the future
It's very easy for someone in Bowling Green to feel totally powerless to
affect the ever accelerating pace of
the nuclear arms race. The decisions
are made in Washington and many
people feel isolated from this process.
There really is no need to feel this
way. The National Nuclear Freeze
convention showed this rather graphically at their annual convention in St.
Louis this weekend.

COMMENTARY
By Richard L. Faris

The Freeze convention drew delegates from 47 states (only Hawaii.
Utah and Idaho were unable to send
delegates). These delegates represented over 220 congressional districts and all walks of life. The old and
young, liberal and conservative, laand executives all worked to-

gether in a common effort to end the
arms race.
Everyone who attended had one
overwhelming concern; they wanted
an end to the nuclear arms race. They
brought with them the technical and
and workshops covering all aspects of
the arms race and how to affect the
political process in Washington. The
participants shared ideas and information throughout the weekend. What
they shared most however, was hope a hope which can be elusive at times
in Bowling Green - hope for the future.
THE PARTICIPANTS in the convention all feared nuclear war. They
knew that a world with a six-second
future is not secure. They were
scared. However, instead of letting
this fear manifest itself in the form of
political expertise to accomplish their
goals.
The weekend in St. Louis consisted
of small group meetings to establish a
national strategy framework for 1963

anxieties and depression they were
channeling it into constructive activities. This gave them hope.
Nuclear weapons are frightening.
One must think back just two years to
know the reality of the dangers of
nuclear war. Two years ago, a microchip failure at the North American
Air Defense Command headquarters
put our forces on red-alert Our missiles were a few short minutes away
from launching when the problem
was found.
There are ways for people in the
United States to stop the insanity of
the arms race. The democratic system does work. However, it only
works with citizen participation.
Each and every paraon-in this eountry
has_anobhgatiojjtoWJhej»repre»«Btatives know
arms race.
The polls have shown for a long
time that the vast majority of Americans oppose nuclear weapons. Yet
polls are not enough; citizens must
make their voices heard in Washing-

ton through letters and phone calls
and by meeting with legislators when
they are in their home offices. The
fact that millions are doing just this is
where the hope comes from.
Hope for the future is especially
lacking in America's youth and children. In her dosing address to the
convention, Dr. Helen Caldicott related a conversation she had had with
a little girl during a symposium at
Yale. The girl asked Helen if she
remembered what it was like to receive a present that was broken. She
then told her she felt her future was a
broken present.
It's time we started working to fix
the present we are giving our childrew. We can and must begin work
now to insure the children are able to
look to the future without fear. The
nuclear arms race can be turned
around. Through work we can find
hope.
Richard L Faris is Editorial Editor
at the News.

JFK book reveals diseases, drugs

The SLS will be run by the SLS
It will be interesting to watch the ular cortisone injections for bis Addi- hidden from the electorate in 1944.
Board in conjunction with the lawwhen the second volume of son's disease. And he was secretlty
yers. The SLS Board is made up of reaction
President Eisenhower's adminisHerbert Parmet's biography of John getting the "uppers" treatment of Dr.
representatives from various campus F.
Kennedy appears next month. The Max Jacobson of New York, the fa- tration was mocked for going into
organizations: Undergraduate Studetail when he suffered
dent Government, Black Student first volume, ''Jack," was the best mous "Dr. Feelgood." Parment also undignified
treatment of Kennedy's tells the story of the president trading his heart attack and his stroke. Do we
Union, Latin Student Union, World biographical
pre-presidential days. This second marijuana and cocaine with socialite really want to know all of the traffic of
Student Association, Pre-Law So- volume,
called "JFK," Is its equal for Mary Pincbot - this just weeks before a sick man's entrails? Well, when that
ciety, Inter-Fraternity Council, Panis the president of a nuclear
hel, Commuter Off-Campus thorough research and balanced crit- a White House conference on drug man
(e.g., his treatment of the Cu- abuse. The picture that emerges is of power, I'm afraid we do. EisenhowOrganization, Student Court and Stu- icism
the White House as a kind of drug er's candor let the people judge him
dent Consumer Union. The first five ban jruMUecrisis).
haven.
on the basis of accurate information.
KMips listed will be permanent memParmet's findings are useful in sevrs of the board with the other
The orchestrate lies about Kenneeral ways. At the simplest level, they
group's seats expiring every two
help explain something that has puz- dy's Addison's disease, about the
years. At that time any campus orgaby Gary Wills
Travell
and Jacobson treatments, and
zled me. John Kennedy could have
nization may petition for a seat on the
called
in
the
world's
talent
to
delight
about
his
physidal condition gener.!.':::'::£!:w.'.!.j!.v^
board.
and instruct him (as some people ally, represented a dangerous regression
from
the
Eisenhower standard of
thought,
at
the
time,
he
did).
But
his
A year ago, I published a meditaIt is hoped the SLS will became a
confidant. Ben Bradlee, admits that public accountably, back toward the
tion
on
the
concept
of
power
as
emboreality next fall. This will not happen
the president's favorite way of ending woodrow Wilson standard. There is a
unless we demonstrate that we want died by the Kennedys and as a White House day was to watch a politics of health that we must insist
conveyed
to
others.
I
dealt
with
sex
as
the service now. You can support SLS
sleazy movie long on sex and vio- on when a president's alertness of
by signing a petition. On Friday. one of five (and as the least of the lence. Parmet's picture of the man response to crisis is literally a matter
five)
power-preoccupations
among
February 11 at 10:30 a.m. you should
shows that, despite all the talk of of life and death for all of us, not
attend the Board of Trustees meeting the more macho members of the "Vigah" in Kennedy's administra- simply for one office holder in our
in the Assembly Room at McFafl Kennedy family. Even to bring the tion, the man's energies were clearly republic.
Center and physically show your sup- matter up offended some. They will so depleted by nightfall that he had to
port. If there was ever any doubt be more outraged by Parmet's book. find some easy way to get through the
Parmet convinces me that Kennewhether the student body needs this He rightly brings up things I omitted remaining hours of wakefulness.
dy's life was a perpetual quest for
service, think about your years at BG. as irrelevant to my theme of sexual
lenitives, for surcease from his pain.
as expressions of the KenIf at any time in your four years here conquests
Mor important is the way Kenne- Knowing that will lead to compassion
ideas on power. As a biographer,
you think you might need legal advice nedy
Parmet goes into personal relations in dy'', administration covered up his at the personal level, but to a retroor representation, then the service is their
own right, which leads him to far physical condition. This represented a spective caution about the political
needed. Remember, a consultation harsher
treatments of the president's return to the days of Woodrow Wilson, Implications of concealed debility
with a lawyer will probably cost a mother and
whose stroke was hidden from most of among the powerful.
minimum of $35.00 an hour. The called for. wife than my own focus his own administration and Congress
choice could very well be $35 for one
Gary Wills Is from Boston. His
also writes more, because as well as from the American people,
visit or $16 for four years of unlimited heParmet
more, in an area I touched or to Franklin Roosevelt's time, when columns are copywrited by the Univisits. It is our choice, let's make the on knows
only as a partially exonerating his critical physical condition was versal Press Syndicate.
right one.
circumstance in John Kennedy's life.
Mai* Dolan Is Vice-President ot I cited Montaigne on the propensity of Jasper
the very ill to assert their vitality In
USG.
almost desperate ways. But I knew
only half the story of Kennedy's physiUjArVAtWlfcCF'rf*/ItY.J/rSPtt.
cally critical situation.
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Oplwlim ■iii'iini by relue-Wi do net nete»we, reflect the oeetferw el The eO New*.
rebellion among Kennedy's other docThe M Mew and eenltrej Qreee fcele Uel.eJeMy ere eejed BMBitwnHy eeieieyer* flee eo net dtKrieuneM, tn heing
tors, who demanded that she be
| lee* ttUtmti Jurtwlnfllir,. iipr ■<»■ er ImuMne.en tee eeew. el rece. »e» er
lee BO New *« net occeet eev,
stopped.

COMMENTARY

1

The president was also getting reg-

RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for comments regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a 'commentary' column
please contact the editorial editor.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
. Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
lloelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
1M University Hall

By Bates & Moore
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Truckers.
. . .from page 1

Harold Allen of Bradner, said. "He is
doing what he wants to do, and he
wouldn't give it up for nothing."
He also said "the trucker is not out
there joy riding, he is out there busting his ass every day of the week."
Independent truckers are responsible for hauling much of the country's
fresh produce and household goods
and steel, he said, adding many own
and operate their own rigs.

scared," Allen said. "Sure, they are
: to get violent if that is what it
Overman, who has stopped driving
his rig, said he does not condone the
violence.
"The violence actually happens,
and I am not for it at all," he said.
"Probably 50 percent of the (violent)
incidents are not caused by people
involved, but by people that don't
have anything to do with it."

IT IS cheaper for companies to lease ACCORDING to Sgt. R. Odls, of the
an independent hauler since they pay State Highway Patrol #87, his post has
for their own fuel, own motor and handled five instances of bottles and
tolls, Allen explained.
rocks being thrown at trucks since the
"The majority of the independents strike began.
have tractors that aren't even three
He added other patrols have hanyears old yet, and every day that their dled more serious accidents such as
rig is parked, they are losing money," shooting of a 27-year-old Wisconsin
he said.
trucker late Saturday night.
"At the same time, he (the trucker)
Odls said his post is checking the
can't afford the additional taxes," he overpasses and watching for pedestrisaid. "You either haul and get shot at ans in an effort to head off further
or you lose your job."
trouble.
The violence associated with the
One trucker, Joe Lamoureux from
strike has forced drivers, who are Springfield, Mass., seated at the T-S
frightened for their own safety and for truckstop at exit 5, said he was anxthe safety of their vehicle, off the ious to return borne and forget the
road.
trucker's strike.
"A lot of them (the drivers) are
"When I am done with this load, I

am driving to Massachusetts and I'll
put the truck away and sit this out,"
he said. "I love trucking but my wife
doesnt, so one way or another I'm
going to stop trucking."
Overman said he is looking for the
strike to last a couple of weeks.

Truckers' tax structure comparisons
M be Paying.

"The (success) of the strike depends on the number of truckers that
go down," he said.
He added that if all 100.000 independent truckers stopped driving their
rig, It would only take about three
days to feel the effect.
"I would say that most company
truckers are still driving, and most
independents are still driving so as
not to lose their trucks," he said.
"Some are really hard-pressed; they
have bills to pay."
Overman added it is difficult to
know the exact number of truckers
that are striking.
He said closing down the truck stops
would probably be the fastest way to
ensure a successful strike.
"One fast and effective way to shut
down the truckers is to close the truck
stops, but I don't think they would they are in a business, too," he said.

Federal Highway Use Tax*

$1,600/yr
effective July 1, 1984

$240/yr

15' for tires 40-69 lbs
30' for tires 70-89 lbs
.50* for tires Over 90 lbs

Tire Tax
.10'a pound
New Trucks
(over 33,000 gross
vehicle weight)
Parts and Accessories

* These figures are for
trucks weighing the
maximum gross vehicle
weight •

10%

12%

8%

12%

American Trucker, Feb '83
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Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagel:

I
I

JZ

O

5

1
i

JACK'S
BAKERY

|
j

A "MAJOR'EVENT I
Explore various majors in
Arts & Sciences

Buy Two Cream Cheese ?
Brownies get one free k
one coupon per purchase
H» E Wooscsr St.
lullind Finder's IJM
Hour. \l I » IIISjl * Sun »-lll
P>es»nl im coupon

Tues., Feb. 8, 6:30-8:00 RM.
Step In at Founders Quad. Lounge
Faculty will answer your questions

^

354-1001

Expires 2/12/83
■Cj.kes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels *

Sponsored by:
University Division

NATURE'S
i
MANNA

****<* m Natural
»****» 43&
Food
xajk
Store
fj-2.00
It*
V\% 134 E.
\\m Court St.
eews^°''
TW*'

supports

Recipe

Cero*

STUDENT LEGAL
SERVICES
Show YOUR support
sign a petition TODAY!

3520236

GMAT
THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

536-3701

Educational Centtr

3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH.

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

APPLICATION FOR
FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIP

SUNRISE SPECIAL!
y

Deadline: Friday, March 25,1983..
Office of the President

The application form and all support materials, including letters of recommendation, must be submitted to the Office of Academic Affairs (230 McFall Center) by 5
p.m., Friday, March 25, 1983.
Recipients will be notified prior to any public announcement of the
awards which will be presented at a dinner on Monday, May 2,1983.
Applications available Monday, Feb. 7,1983 in the Office of Academic Affairs 230
McFall Center.

FOR THE WEEK
OF FEB. 7th

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
ANY BREAKFAST SPECIAL
WE'LL GIVE YOU A 30'
CUP OF COFFEE FREE!

The Frazier Reams Public Attairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established In 1974 In recognition of Frazier Reams Sr. and his distinguished service in
the broadcasting industry and as a member of Congress and as a trustee of Bowling
Green State University
Five fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who intend to pursue
careers in public affairs (speech communication and broadcasting, Journalism,
political or governmental service, public health, community service, law or some
other public affairs field). A rising student is a student with a minimum Q.P.A. of 3.2
who will attend BGSU for two semesters of his/her senior year, and who will graduate
no sooner than May 1984. Each fellow will receive $1000. Fellows will be selected by
a committee composed of BGSU faculty, a vice president of the University and a
representative of the Reams family. The selection of fellows will be based on an
initial screening process and further review which may include personal Interviews.

ST. LOUIS (AP) - Six hundred
proponents of a bilateral nuclear
weapons freeze voted Sunday to set
their sights on the 1984 elections and
"create a climate in which no serious
candidate can afford not to support
the freeze."
The delegates from 47 states and
the District of Columbia and seven
foreign countries voted on the resolution during the final day of the third
national comference of the Nuclear
Weapons Freeze Campaign.
The group also pledged to pressure
Congress now to cut off funding for
the testing, production, and deployment of new nuclear weapons.
Randall Kehling, national coordinator of the campaign, said its primary
task is to get the Reagan administra tion to at least offer the Soviet Union a
bilateral freeze proposal.
"But we don't think that will happen, so we have to try to have an
influence on the 1984 elections," Kehl
ing said.

PRE-LAW
SOCIETY

College of Arts * Sciences (J-JOIS)

MARCH 19

TIST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Othtr Canton
in Mora Than 105 Major US Cities * Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223-1712

(2 0202)

ftf*

SrV

Nuclear fight
intensifies

7 a.m.-11 a.m.

FALCON'S NEST
*****************
*

Ski with the Party Group!
B.G.S.U. Ski Club
*

Holiday valley. New York

*
*

*
Feb. 25,26,27
I/Cost: only $89.00 includes meals. 2
■%.
lift tickets, lodging
^
* Meeting: Tues. Feb. 8
*
*
8:00 070 Overman
*
"*v

Mandatory meeting at 9:00 at Sam B's!!

X

^T* ^r^ ^K ^f* *r- ^K ^N ^r^ 'T- <P^ ^r> <P^ ^T^ *l^ *f^ ^N *T^

»eeee»e»

Get Swept Away
to Daytona Beach
Spend your spring break at the Plaza Hotel
located directly on the glorious shores of
Daytona Beach

C'mon and STRUT Right Down to Anderson Arena

&»B
eith special guests

$199.00/person-four person room
$50 deposit due upon sign up
Final payment due
March 1
Call UAO 2-2343
Buses are filling rapidly!

Sunday, March 20, 8:00pm
Anderson Arena c

The Bus Boys
TICKETS
$8.50 Advance
$9.50 Day of show
tickets on sale at: the Union Box Office
(1st floor Union)
9:00-5:00
and Finders and The Source

NO food, beverage, smoking, cameras or recording devices in Anderson Arena

_

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeei
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Deliveries roll during strike
by Erin Eimont
staff reporter

test the nickel-a-gallon tax
increase.

contracted is responsible
for delivering the food.

The independent trucker's strike nas not had a
major effect on the University, according to James
Corbitt, director of Food
Operations.

"We are anticipating no
problem as a result of the
trucking strike as it affects
the quantity of food needed
by the University," he
said.

Independent truckers,
who transport much of the
country's fresh produce
and household goods, went
on strike last week to pro-

Corbitt explained that
most of the fresh produce
used by the University
comes in by rail, and the
company that has been

The only problem he forsees is possiDie delivery
delays. He said some deliveries from Florida have
been two days late since
some truckers will only
drive during the day.
Even if the strike would
last a while, Corbitt said
there is enough surplus to
get by on through the
strike.

*r* -^ ^r> ^r* ^r* ^r* ^r* ^r* ^f* ^r* *T* *T*» "T^ -T* ^r^ ^r* ^r* ^r* ^* ^^ ^* ^* "^ ^r* *^ ^T*

Winter Clearance

ways to transport. There
are enough people out
there that want work that
will drive," be said.

"We have not experienced any real adverse
effects," Waldo Yeager,
senior vice president in
charge of wholesaling for
FoodTown Super Markets,
said. "We probably have
more weather problems
than strike problems," he
said.
Yeager added independent truckers are not the
only form of transportation. "There are other

Sid Morris, manager of
Kroner's, 1096 N. Main St.,
said be anticipates no
problems with deliveries.
"There has been no effect so far, and I really
don't think there will be
one since our company has
their own trucks," he said,
but he added that a longterm stike would affect the
amount of produce coming
in from California.

Mount St. Helens erupts
without explosions, ash

Fall-Winter Merchandise

VANCOUVER, Wash.
(AP) - Mount St. Helens
erupted again yesterday.
building a new mound of
lava on the 700-foot high
dome in the volcano's
crater.

Buy now for next year

Vz

AREA GROCERS are also
unconcerned about the effect the trucker's strike
will have.

price

ENTIRE STOCK
Sweaters
Pants
Skirts
Suits
Blazers
Many unadvertised items
Open Tues. Evenings till 9:00 p.m.

There were no reports of
explosions, mudflows or
ash. Officials said they did
not know when the eruption began.

0

The eruption was confirmed at about noon yesterday by geologists who
flew over the volcano,
Thom Corcoran, of the U.S.
Forest Service, said.
On Saturday, the U.S.
Geological Survey and the
University of Washington
warned that Mount St. Helens would erupt within
two weeks.

11 AM - 4 PM

EVERYDAY

$1.50

SPECIAL

BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP
TOSSED SALAD
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD

BG Mews Photo/Jerry Cattaneo

u*»

CrOWIied

Kim Peltys was crowned Miss BGSU al

Saturday night's pageant held
In Kobacker Hall. Pettys, who played the flute, was awarded the
grand talent award.

':■

The Powder Puff

Urge Pizza

wi

525 Ridge St.

w
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THIS COUPON
IS WORTH $6.

r%

Feb 7_12th

4tiiiW *^ '

*

I 0 Something EXTRA in
| COUNTED CROSS STITCH
'selected merchandise 25-75% off
'selected books 25-40% off
'drawing for $20.00 worth of merchandise
with over 800 different books in stock,
: mon 6-8
pins candle wicking, stenciling and more

I

FREE $2.00 trawl triplet w/o obligation.
FREE $4.95 Finishing Rinse w/ purchase
of Shampoo at regular $4.95 price.

w 352-5166

Why go any place else?

35414.7

i9os.n.i.

Put your heart into it

'-

Sign up NOW!
Feb. 7,8 and 9 at
the Sidedoor entrance

send one
to your
sweetheart
roommate
neighbor
buddy
or prof

Don Sullivan is known world-wide for his remarkable
hair and skin care formulations, sold only through .
professional hairstyling salons. To celebrate the introduction of the DS Collection of Elegance in our salon,
we're offering a FREE hair analysis and a FREE Touch of
Elegance: A sample triplet of DS shampoo, protein pac
and finishing rinse.

$•»».
***

S*

Nothing expresses fue feelings better than something you make yourself This Valentines Day
remember dear friends and relatives wiin permanent
floral bouquets and other decorative accent pieces
from Ben Rankim s Home Accent Shoo n s full ol
beauttlul polyester and Of ied (lowers vases pots
wicker accessories -plus many other home and gifi
■deas >n both do-it-yourself and ready made forms
Come m and create something lovely all by yourself or lot us help Either way you n love the one-of-akind gifts you II be giving thls Valentino s Day'

s**

!■>'

o*

>o
•sstsr^
*&«2l

The Touch of
Elegance offer also
Includes a valuable "BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE" coupon which
entitles you to receive a FREE 8-oz. size DS
Finishing Rinse when you buy the companion DS
Shampoo at regular price!

Remember this Valentine's Day,
Monday, Feburary 14

Hit us with your best shot!

system severe

Share your

THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE

snapsyots with...

Hours: 10 to 0 Mon-Frl, S to 7 Sat, 12 to 6 Sunday.
Appointment* available for perma a coloring.
Salons boated wtiare fioiwwanfl Porfoi ntanoe used to be.
North Town* So/ 47S-764S
WoodvM* Mai 883-8333
Frank*! Park Mall 472-S63S Bowling Green 382-8818
VISIT OUR SALON TODAY...

YOUR "TOUCH OF ELEGANCE" IS WAITINQI

\m

ISP

Ben Franklins Home Accent Shop
Everything for the creative spirit in you!

S^o

W

|

personalized
paper "heart"
messages

o££

•«

**£^j^ffU

,

i^^3

^^TOUCH OF ELEGANCE^

I

with one item
» - —
aoVftional rtems «1.00 $< Cfl

■tssss note CM* .nm ol coupon n viQc L'rnrl o* On« coupon per parson Of***
not »sMd after* SfOneMWd. taisd or otherwiaa raatnded by law and mar »•
wttnavtwn without notica * 1M2 Don Sullivan. Inc.

CLIP AND SAVE

l

,

Winning photos will appear in the 1983-84
UAO Day-by-Day Calendar.
Unlimited entries-due April 8, 5pm in the
UAO office

Ready-Made Arrangements
...from $5.00
Silk-like Flowers ...from 29*
Customer order Deadline 2/11/83

BEN FRANKLIN
154 S. Main Downtown
9-9 M-F

9-5:30 SAT

d

12-5 SUN
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Tax form EZ this year
by Dinah Denmark

dents should be aware they
are liable for a tax return
and of the process involved. Through a W-2
Wage and Tax Statement,
a student's employer keeps
track of how much he
earns and bow much is
withheld, Norton said. The
form is composed of many
copies, to be sent to the
agencies and people who
need them, such as the
federal, state and local tax
departments, Social Security, the employer and employee.

reporter

Although the due date for
1982 income tax returns is
a few months away, University students may have
an easier way to file this
year.
"Most working University students will need to
file a 1040EZ Income Tax
Return." Marlene Norton,
a certified public accountant, said.
Norton said working stu-

Code

mith said. "Then we
brought those two sets of
revisions together and
that's what you have in the
final draft of the revisions."
USG President Everett
Gallagher and GSS President Karen Aldred went to
Toledo Friday to talk with
the lawyers who worked on
the code revisions. Gallagher said there were
some questions Ragusa
could not answer so he and
Aldred said they felt they
had to talk with the lawyers.
"Our goal was to clarify
some of the items," Gallagher said. "I was glad to
So, I thought it was a prouctive session. They (the

. . . from Page 1

Arrowsmith said the proposed changes were a result of research done by
himself, Ragusa's staff
and Dickinson. He said his
findings concerning the
way other Ohio universities handled the problem
followed a pattern.
"You will find that the
higher degree of involvement (by universities in
off-campus affairs) was in
the residential universities." Arrowsmith said.
The University has
asked Marshall and Melhorn law firm in Toledo to
review the code and to
make their own recommendations regarding the
issue of summary suspension, he said. The law firm
also has suggested
changes to make the University Student Code more
consistent with the Ohio
Revised Code.

The employee's copy of
the W-2 is sent to him in the
mail. It is required by law
to be mailed by Jan. 31 and
should come within the
first week in February,
Norton said.
A STUDENT should pick
up a 1040EZ form, available from a post office or
bank, and complete it with
information from his W-2,
she said. Norton said a
copy of the W-2 should be
attached to the form before
it is mailed.

lawyers) agreed that the
section of the code that
deals with the appeals
process should include an
appeal to the Board of
Trustees."
Gallagher said he felt
there should have been
more student input when
the revisions were being
drawn up.
"I'm disappointed that
they didn't contact us before to actually help write
that document. They
should have contacted us
from day one. I have problems with the procedure
they followed."
Olscamp said he is satisfied with the level of student participation in this
issue.

MEN'S and LADIES'
UNIPERMS

"WE DID some staff work
in terms of looking at the
code and suggesting some
revisions, and at the same
time the people at the legal
council were taking a look
at the code and suggesting
some revisions," Arrows-

Filing a tax return is a
simple process for the
working student, she said.
"Students have to take
the time to obtain and fill
out the forms, and should
also make sure to fill out a
state form because they'll
get back a great deal of
state money that was withheld," Norton said. She
said it would take about 20
minutes to fill out the
1040EZ and it is to the
student's advantage to do
so-

"Anyone who says
there's no student input is
Just factually mistaken,"
llscamp said. "What's an
undergraduate student
government for? What's a
graduate student government for? They are currently debating this whole
issue. They're using Uni-

1

Accounting students offer aid
to community income tax filers
by Jill Juako
reporter

Center, 305 N. Main St.,
March 2, 16, and 23 and
April 6, from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
Appointments are necessary and can be made by
calling the center at 3535661.
One session will be held
on campus March 10 from
7:30 to 9 p.m. in 113 Business Administration. Assistance will be on a firstcome, first-served basis.
Tax forms will be available, but individuals

Aid in filling out income
tax forms is available to
the Bowling Green community through a program
sponsored by Beta Alpha
Psi, the University accounting honorary.
Four sessions of the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program are
scheduled at the Wood
County Senior Citizens
versity legal council to answer questions for them, so
if that isn't student input. I
don't know what is, he
said.
"They've had several
meetings now debating all
of these issues one by one.
Isn't that student input?
Sure it is."

S

ADULTS $1.99
A Chopped Steak or Filel of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato,
Warm Roll with Butter and Our All-You-Con-Eat Salad Bar, or...
En|oy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $2.49.

Schools of Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine
Now accepting applications lor study leading to

CHILDREN .99

degree in both Medicine and Veterinary Medicine.
Courses taught in English. Programs under guidance
ot American Dean utilizing American curriculum.
Transfer students accepted. Semesters begin March
and July 1983. We aro an accredited school and listed
in WHO. and affiliated with U.S. hospitals for
clinical rotation. Direct inquiries to:

Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Potato
and Pudding or Gelatin.

pOHUEfcOSk

Ross University
Portsmouth. Dominica. Wl Attenlton: Mi. Butt'
Of Caribbean Admissions. Inc.
16 West 32 Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

4-9 P.M.
gT^rr^

352-2611
124 W. Woosier

Thursday, Feb. 10
Cakewalkin' Jazz Band
Falcon's Nest 9 p.m.-Mid.

LSAT
X' GMAT

BCSU Theatre presents

&#

&*

0«

THE
BOY
SCOUTS
ARE
OUT
LOOKIN

«<*I*

Feb. 3-5 and 9-12
Main Auditorium
8:00 P.M.

Seminars now forming for
January 29th GMAT
February 19th LSAT

Special 3 P.M. Matinee on Feb.13
For Reservations Call 372-2719

for further information

Kowalski added that the
program is in its seventh
year.

T'U'E'S«D'A'Y

MONTY'S HAIR FASI0NS

OPEDIPUS IS HERE

It is a student-run program, however, and the
advisors assist "only if
there's a technical problem or it gets busy,"
Kowalski said. "But only
accounting students that
are members of the honorary help, so they're pretty
top-notch."

v-vYfOLLEGE NIGHT^^ ■!

Ross University

only $25.00
includes haircut

mon-ihurs 8:30-6:00
fri. 8:30-8:00

should bring their own tax
returns with the pre-addressed label. A W-2 form
and other financial information also isrequired.
Steve Dean, chairman of
the Beta Alpha Psi University Assistance Committee, is in charge of the
VITA program.
Dr. Larry Kowalski, in
his fifth year as faculty
coordinator, and Dr. Mark
Asman will supervise the
sessions.

Friday, Feb. 11
HAPPY HOURS
Falcon's Nest 2:30-5p.m.
proof of age (19) required

x

1544E. WoosterSl

-iW

MARDI
GRAS

Saturday, Feb. 12
,,.,,•..Casino
• Live Entertainment
• Painting
• Food
• Palm Reader
• Comedians
• Games

call (313) 261-LSAT
Warning: Certain portions of
OPEDIPUS IN WONDERLAND
may be considered offensive.
Viewer discretion is advised

classes held in
Ann Arbor
Toledo
Dearborn
Troy
East Lansing

For information call 372-2343

'•'•'•"•■■;■•■•■••••■•;■;■••••••;■•■;■;■;-•■•■;■;■;•;■;•;■;■;■;■;•;■;•;■

MODEL OPEN...

fyr CAMPUS MANOR
NOON TIL 4:00 PM WEEKDAYS
11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM SATURDAY

*%

APARTMENTS

■EHIND MARKS PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK « DORSEY DRUG
ANO CLOSE TO TACO BELL a OEXTERS

NO LONG WALKS IN MUD AND SLUSH OR
ON THOSE SUB-ZERO, WINDY, WINTER DA YS
NOW RENTWO FOP. 8UMMER > FALL SCHOOL 1883
OPfMtNOtaOa STUMHT1
TONU 4-MAN APTVIUMUMU 4 UU KHOCH r l««)
SPICIAl SUMMII ■till (1) MOaOOM (1 4| STUOUm SUMMia OUA«!!»

16 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
* (2) badroom (carpeted and furnished)
* Laundry facilities In aach btdg
* Fraa train ramoval
* All unlta hava doubt* lock (including daadbott)
* Wall Inaulatad and soundproof unlta
* Modern-Furnished-Cable TV
* 2 mln. Walk to Campua
' S mln. Walk to Downtown
* 25 Bualnaaa Eatabllahmanta at your front door
¥* Larga Freezer for additional food savings
' Ampl* Parking at your front door
Oat Barbaqua grill for tha gourmat cook
'No Car Required, sav* on gaa, parking • operating costs
' No Long Walks on those zero winter days or In tha mud and slush
* Well Lighted Streets between apt*.,campua and shopping areas
* Friendly Helpful Landlorda
•
{

FOB TMf C»t AM Of THI CeO*. "I I
OO CAMPUS MANOa

From $615 per Person per Semester
$137 per Person per Month
AH iiTitrrui
saariuMOivrfST
inrrair
»tl
UTIIITUS tWClUDlO
IXCIPT IliCTRtC

(heart A A.C by •aaj-CeWe T.V
Hoed opan a«M HI 440 p.m. Waatdaya
Saturday 11 am B 4:00 p.m.

352-9302
EVENINGS ANO WEEKENDS

352-7361

7

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICE
Sign the petition NOW!

* Advice

^05 Student Services

* Representation
* Education
Two full-time lawyers working for all BGSU
Students for only 44.5C per month
Proposed by: USG, GSS, BSU, LSU, WSA, Panhel,
i IFC, COCO, Student Court, Pre-Law Society, SCU. A
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Florida man marries his mutt Toledo StOCk firm 'insolvent'
MERRITT ISLAND,
Fla. (AP) -After 13 years
with his brown-eyed gal.
Clifford Edwards decided
it was time to acknowledge
that his companion was
more than just his best
friend.
Hie 32-year-old handyman invited 100 guests to
his house Sunday to wit-

wedding march.
"Do you take this lady to
be your lawless wedded
wife... to love, honor,
comfort, and throw in an
occasional can of Alpo?"
asked Paul Fink, who presided.
"With this kerchief I
thee wed," Edwards concluded.

ness the ceremony where
Edwards was joined in
muttrimony to Spunky, a
tan-and-white dog.
Wedding vows - slightly
altered - were exchanged
in the crowded living
room. The stubby-legged
dog entered from the bedroom, to the strains of a

CONGRA TULA TIONS
New Alpha Phi
Initiate
JAYNE WANNEMAKER
(Sorry We Forgot You, Jayne!)
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The company was also
suspended from membership in the New York
Stock Exchange.
NYSE officials said it
was the first time a brokerage house had been declared insolvent since the
closing of John Muir and
Co. in New York in 1981.
A hearing was set for
1:30 p.m. Friday in U.S.
District Court at the request of the Securities Investors Protection Corp.,
according to the agency's
general counsel, Theodore
Focht. In Chicago, SEC

regional director William
Goldsberry said if the
SIPC assumes control of
the case, it would be the
largest brokerage insolvency since that agency
was created a decade ago.

IN THE Mum case,

many of the firm's customers received repayment of
their losses through the
SIPC, which has a limit of
$100,000 per customer for
cash losses and $500,000
Gr customer for securities
ises.
Robert Gosline, a lawyer

&

The NYSE said in a
statement, "The exchange
has found the organization

(BeU and Beckwith) to be
in such financial difficulty
that it cannot be permitted
to do business as a member organization."
A temporary restraining
order forbidding the company from doing business
was issued Saturday by
VS. District Judge Nicholas Walinski and sealed
until yesterday. In its complaint in federal court, the
Securities and Exchange
Commission said Bell &
Beckwith used "schemes
and artifices to defraud"
customers.

New technique cures blood disorders
NEW YORK (AP) - A
new technique allowing
bone marrow transplants
between people who are
genetically different enabled doctors to cure seven
children with immune deficiency and one with leukemia, researchers said
yesterday.

>or.

presents

TUESDAY* "DIMES FOR DAMES"
DANCING WITH JiM LIEBER

Researchers at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center said the
technique alters the marrow to overcome problems
that often made such
transplants fatal unless donor and recipient were closely matched. Only about
40 percent of those needing

transplants have relatives
with genetically similar
bone marrow.
Dr. Richard O'Reilly
said the new technique was
"a first step" toward wider
use of marrow transplants
to cure leukemia, blood
diseases, immune defi-

WEDNESDAY* POUNDER NIGHT SPECIAL

BATH ANYONE?

brought to you by

SPANKY'S and GENESEE

WANT TO STUDY IN ENGLAND?^

come in and win a t-shirt
also
college I.D.

An informational meeting for &^—mmmi
interested students will be held

WEDNESDAY Feb 9th at 8 p.m.

THURSDAY* LADIES NIGHT

International Lounge Rm 17 Wlams Hal.
BG Students who have recently returned from
study in Bath, England wi share
their past experiences. Information
for studying in other countries wi be available
Sponsored by: Center for International Programs

The Earlier, the Better!

Old Towne Southwyck
Heatherdowns at Reynolds
Toledo. Ohio

representing Bell & Beckwith, said the company
"has learned of a lack of
security in some margin
accounts which is so serious that it leaves the firm
unable to operate."
Gosline said the accounts included six managed by Edward Wolfram,
Jr., a managing partner in
BeU & Beckwith, which
were listed in his wife's
name.
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TOLEDO (AP) - Toledo's only locally-owned
stock brokerage was
closed yesterday after government investigators said
they found shortages totaling $36 million that were
fraudulently covered by
dummy collateral.
Initial court filings by
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission set the
losses at about $21 million,
but they were revised upward yesterday after examiners poured over the
books at Bell & Beckwith,
Inc., of Toledo.

865 0885
less than 20
minutes away1

FREE PASS
GOOD FOR 2-9-83 ONLY

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY OF
LIVING UNITS FROM APARTMENTS TO
HOUSES, SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE

SEE US FOR YOUR 1983-1984
HOUSING NEEDS
TALK TO OUR SATISFIED TENANTS
ABOUT OUR DEPENDABILITY!
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE YOU CAN
COUNT ON.

ciency disorders and congenital defects that
together afflict about 14,000 people annually.

involves injecting a soybean extract into bone
marrow to remove dangerous cells.

O'Reilly, chief of the hospital's Bone Marrow
Transplant Service, said
there are still problems
with the technique, which

"We don't feel at present
we can basically forge
ahead and take millions of
people" as patients, he
said at a news conference.

Core of Soviet satellite
vanishes over Atlantic
WASHINGTON (AP) The nuclear core of a derelict Soviet spy satellite
disappeared over the South
Atlantic yesterday, leaving a scorched, radioactive
trail to disperse harmlessly in the upper atmosphere.
The Soviet news agency
Tass reported the atomic
furnace "ceased its existence.' But it was not
known whether the fuel
burned up in the atmosphere or fell into the
ocean.
The 200-pound fuel core,
half of it enriched uranium, was all that remained of Cosmos 1402, an
8,000-pound ocean surveillance satellite launched by
the Soviet Union last summer. The main section
made the fiery descent to
Earth two weeks ago and
most of it was believed to
have burned over the Indian Ocean.
Although the chances
were minimal that fuel
would land on the North
American continent, U.S.
search teams of about 200
people stood by until the
satellite disappeared from
tracking screens, it was
the second alert in three
weeks for a Las Vegasbased team of nuclear scientists.
Lt. Col. Mark Foutch

said the Defense Department had "a very remote
chance of finding how
much, if any, of the satellite survived re-entry and
hit the surface."
The end for the last remnant of Cosmos 1402 occurred about 6:10 a.m.
EST, 1,100 miles east of
Brazil. The North American Aerospace Defense
Command, NORAD, tracked the final section as it
gathered speed in the grip
of gravity but the actual
death dive apparently
went unrecorded.
Tass said the fuel core
fragment "entered the
dense layers of the atmosphere over the southern
part of the Atlantic at 1:56
Moscow time (5:56 a.m.
EST) on Feb. 7, 1983, and
burned up entirely. From
this time, the sputnik Cosmos 1402 launched in the
Soviet Union on Aug. 30,
1982, ceased its existence."
NORAD estimated the
re-entry location to be 19
degrees south latitude and
22 degrees west longitude open water between Brazil
and Africa.
The satellite, used for
tracking Western ships
and submarines, had been
in space since Aug. 30.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster
OFFICE HOURS (0FFICE "^ TO CAMPUS> CALL ANYTIME
MON-FRI 8:30-5:30
354-2260 or 35^6553

KAPPA DELTA

is proud to announce its 1983 Executive Council.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Ass't Treasurer
Editor
Rush Chairman
House Chairman

TIRED OF LIVING IN AN APARTMENT
COMPLEX? WE NAVE A S0L0TI0N FOH Y0UI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

801 Sixth: 2 Bdrm House
825 Sixth: 3 Bdrm newly remodeled house
315 S. Main: 3 Bdrm duplex, large rooms
315% S. Main: 2 Bdrm Duplex
319 S. Main: 2 Bdrm Duplex
311% S. Main: NEW 2 Bdrm large apartments
328%, 332%, 336% S. Main: 3 Bdrm reasonable rates
203 S. Church: 2 Bdrm Duplex, very large
322 E. Merry: Large 5 bdrm house
606% E. Wooster: Close to Campus, 2 bdrm duplex
234 S. College: Triplex, close to campus
243 S. Prospect: 3 bdrm, 1% baths, house
223 N. Prospect: 1-2 bdrm duplex
404 S. College: 2 bdrm house

CALL US FOR YOUR HOUSING NEEDSI
336 S. MAIN

352-5620

Dawn Jonard
Lauren Gottlieb
Rebecca Deets
Laura Byrne
Renee Beard
Karen Nussbaum
Tracey Garver
Becky Lawrence

...and appointed officers

:

Social
Ass't Social
Philanthropy
Scholarship
Committee Coordinator
Ass't Rush
Publicity
Traditions
Chapter Education
Magazines
Chaplain/Historian
Songs
Spirit
Ass't Spirit
Sr. Panhel
Jr. Panhel
Parliamentarian
Pictures
Communications Board
Sgt.-at-arms

Tara Marx
Eliza Hunt
Jodi Eckel
Lisa Slage
Laura Veith
Lisa Sogal
Kate Penn
Carol Ogle
Leslie Hatem
Karla Merrels
Beth Millik
KeUey McCoy
Donna Fitzgerald
Angie Lucarelli
Michelle Leist
Mary Ann Swanson
Julie Breen
Randi Lee Gardner
Robin DeCosmo, Keisha Brown
Terri Sudbrook

► J & C FtffM Co . Ini

Have you told her lately?
II you haven't here's a gift that will say it tor you.
It spells

And each letter contributes to the unique design
of this hand-crafted pendant by J 8i C Ferrara.
Available in two sizes
made of sterling silver $13.00
does not Include monogrammlng

|EWELRY>TORB
125 N. Main
Ph. 353-6691
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Falcon women roundballers
top Eastern Michigan, 65-63
by M»rc Delph

sports reporter

When a basketball coach
watches a 10-point lead late In the
second half dwindle to two points in
the waning seconds of the game,
that coach usually begins to feel
very uneasy - but not Bowling
Green women's mentor Kathy
Bole.
The Falcons held off a late Eastern Michigan surge to defeat the
Hurons, 65-63, last Saturday in Anderson Arena. A comeback attempt that a confident Bole said did
not worry her at all since she had
full trust in her squad. Also an
attempt that was lea by a one-person Huron wrecking crew by the
name of Kris Matthes. Matthes
scored 23 points and 10 rebounds in
the second period for a total of 27
points and 17 rebounds.
"I felt confident sitting on the
bench," Bole said. "Different peoSile stepped forward at key times
or us.
Not only did different BG individuals step forward at key times,
but the team as a whole began to
play like they are capable of
Starting with an 8040 rout of
previously undefeated in the MidAmerican Conference Central
Michigan last Wednesday, the Falcons have put behind them games
thev should have won but didn't, do
to lack of incentive. The last two
games have seen a BG team that
has wanted to win more than Darth
Vader wanted to rule the Universe.

"I LOOK back (on the previous
games) a little bit embarrassed,"
Bole said. "We were not emotionally prepared. We talked before the
Central Michigan game and realized there's more to give. It was the
missing weapon, I felt we had all
the parts, but little did I know it
was so important"
Like a general preparing a band
of young soldiers for battle, Bole's
pre-game speech caught on like
wild fire and spread through the
whole Falcon squad giving them
that incentive to play hard the
entire 40 minutes. And, according
to Bole, nearly every player is now
contributing to BG's success.
"In the first half (Diane) Robinson-Zellers and Sue Pokelsek were
E'ting great defensive rebounds,"
le said. "Deanne Knoblauch
showed great poise and leadership
and took the ball to the hoop.
(Chris) Tuttle wanted the ball, she
wanted to put it up and worked
hard at doing so.
"Melissa (Chase) and Cary (Mc~
Gehee) didn't have exceptionally
well offensive games but Melissa
played intense defense and Cary
came up with some criticle steals."
AND SO on, down practically the
entire roster Bole went with a
pride-filled analysis of her players.
With a somewhat commanding
10-point lead for the Falcons with
12 minutes remaining in the game,
EMU'S Matthes shocked BG with
three straight unanswered buckets
to cut the Falcon advantage to
four,4»-45.

Bole immediatley called time
out. After the regrouping session,
BG built their lead back to 10,59-49,
with under seven minutes left in
thegame.
The Falcons couldn't find the
hoop for the next few minutes. This
allowed the Hurons to close the gap
to two points, 59-67, at the fourminute marker.
BG held on for the two-point
victory thanks to a clinching
jumper at the top of the key by
Knoblauch and both ends of a oneand-one by McGehee.
The Falcons (6-4 in the MAC and
104 overall) were led by Knoblauch and McGehee with 14 points
apiece, followed by Tuttle and Pokelsek with 10 each. The loss drops
the Hurons' record to 3-7 in the
conference and 7-12 overall.
Tonight, BG travels to Toledo's
Centennial Hall to try to avenge an
earlier 61-55 defeat from the Rockets in Anderson Arena.
"Toledo is an interesting creature," Bole said. "They have six
strong players."
"Strong" may underestimate
UT's scoring leader Mitzi hallihan,
who scored 22 points against CMU
last Saturday, and currently holds
a NCAA record of 33 straight successful free throw attempts.
Rocket Linda Janicki leads UT in
rebounding with an 8.4 average.
"Every team in the MAC is a
competitive team anymore," Bole
said. "I'm looking forward to the
rematch."

Falcon gymnasts finish fourth
by Randy Davidson
sports reporter

Bowling Green gymnast
Julie Bender, avoided a
stretched shoulder muscle
and took fourth place allaround with a 34.8 score,
during last weekend's
-meetinAnn
But Bender was the only
Falcon to finish in the top
six all-around, as a tough
Oklahoma team grabbed
first, second, and sixth allaround - to come out on
top. The Sooners scored
173.2, followed by Michigan with 172.45, Kent State,
168.0, and BG, 165.7.
ALTHOUGH THE Falcons started out good in the
meet, they lost ground
along the way. "We did a
goodjob on vaulting," Falcon coach Charles Simpson
said. "But then we got so
far behind that we couldn't
T
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PIEDM0NT APARTMENTS
Open ¥>F 9-4:30

Open Sat 12-4

HOW LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL 1988
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpeted
•Food Waste Disposal'Bath and 1/2
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays
•Gas Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Gas Range-Landlord Pays
••'RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)***
•SPECIAL FEATURES*
•Cablevision Available 'Patios and Balconies
'Large Closet Space
'Soundproofing
*9or 12 Month Lease

'Plenty of Ample Parking

'Laundry Facilities in Buildings

CHERRYW00D HEALTH SPI
Complete Facilities lor men end women
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
•Indoor Heated Pool
•Mates Sauna
-Sun Lamps
•Shower Massage
•Newly Built
•Complete Exerslce Equipment

Send the One(s)
You Love
A Valentine
Message
in the
BG News

Oklahoma dominated
the beam, taking first with

Meadowview Court
Apartments
Open Saturday 12 to 4
214 Napoleon Road Bowling Grew, OH

•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet •party & game
room • swimming pool •sauna
$270-furnisnea $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

71

on your election to
PANHEL PRESIDENT
Love,
THE ALPHA CHI
SISTERS

$225-furnished$200-unfurnished
all utilities included seperate bedroom
tmwmkwaa)*Otmemai

HMM S*. KM **

Class offerings
*
*
*
*
*
*

Skin Diving
Basic Scuba
Advanced Scuba
Equipment Specialist
Instuctor Training College
Scuba Review Course

Sign-ups are Going on Now 1!!
For more information contact the
Student Recreation Center 372-2711

Looking For
A Career?

STUDY
BRITISH
MASS MEDIA
IN LONDON

Register with the
Career Placement
Registry

Fifteenth Annual
Summer Seminar
June 27 July 29.1983

The National Computerized
Employment Searching
Service

Study broadcasting, press
and film
Well-known
guest lecturers and field
trips
Tuition $7Sr> (H)

I ..I Mi. ».■ int. nin.tli..nt..iiliKl
Dr. Robert Grernberq
School of
C nmnuinu dlmns b Therftrr
Temple University

Your qualifications will be
instantly available to over
8000 employers. Total
cost S6 No other teas
charged. Over 5000
seniors already registered
It costs nothing to find out
more about CPR. Just
complete and return the
coupon
For Feiter Action Call
TotVFree 1-800-368-3093
In Virginia (70S) M3-1M5

PhlU. PA 19122
Phon«2l5l7S7l902

.

How to be a romantic
and kiss nextyears tuition
good-bye.

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRY WOOD SPA
■Professionally qualified Instructors and staff
•Outtide Recreation
'Lounge/Snack Bar

Only $375.00/month
Ph.* 352-9378
Rental Office: 835 High St.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

Preferred Properties Co.

835 High St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378
Located at New Cherrywood Health Spa
Apartment Complexes
9:00 • 4:30 Monday - Friday
Haven House- '535/mo.
Piedmont-8th & High St.- *375/mo.
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- UOO/mo
Meodowlark-818 Seventh St.- *400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- •400/mo.
Small Bldgs.-Manville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo.
HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
IVibath
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished

Cablevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal • Landlord Pays

crutnrfN KILTR m
Complete foclllttee for men and women
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
-Indoor Healed Pool
•Metot Sauna
"Sun lompe
•Shower Mouoge
-Newly Sulli
•Complete Exercise Equipment

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
•Professionalty qoallriajd Instructor! ond staff
•Outsid* r*cr«>atron
.»..
_
. ,
Hounavnock bar
Other Rentals

Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished • Unfurnished

GRAND PRIZE One student will
win a far full-year's tuition. SECOND
PRIZE- On each college campus, one winner
will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two. SPECIAL BONUS:
On Valentines Day, the first 100 students who bring their entry forms *
to their campus bookstore will receive a red "silk" rose.

@s

Have your message
printed inside a Red
heart in the Friday
February 11 edition
Deadline: Wednesday,
February 9th
106 University Hall
(limited number available)
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Enter today!
Deposit coupon at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Seniors!

Six undergraduate or
Graduate credits

Check out these

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

Beth Burand

$1.00 Through the
Week of Feb. 7th.

741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST.
820 8th St.
840 8th St.

a 9.15, tying for second,
and taking fourth and fifth.
BG wuT face Kent State
again this Friday, along
with Ohio State, for a 6
p.m. matchup in Colum-

which she fell off of twice.
She was unable to finish in
the top six in either of these
events.

Congratulations

OUR HANDMADE QUARTER
POUNDER REG. $1.15 ONLY

FALCON'S Nl

"Bender did a much
harder vault (than the
Kent gymnast she tied),
and she did an outstanding
Job," according to Simpson.
IT WAS while warmingup for the next event, the
uneven bars, that Bender
stretched the muscle. She
continued to compete anyway and scored an 8.65 to
finish in second place.
Michigan performed well
on the bars, turning in
three of the top six individual performances.
Simpson said that Bender's shoulder bothered her
during her performances
in the floor exercise and on
the balance beam - of

***"

SUPER SANDWICH SPECIAL

stock #\§f

catch-up."
Bender turned in a fine
jerformance to tie for first
In the opening event, the
vault, scoring a 9.2, but she
have been short-
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BG icers lose and tie against WMCI; drop in polls
by Tracy Collins
sports reporter

period. Dorion skated along the
boards to David's left with the teams
skating four-on-four. reaching a
KALAMAZOO, Mich. - In the sport nearly impossible angle before taking
of hockey, there are two sure-fire his shot, the shot traveled to the net
ways in which a struggling team can end-over-end, with the spin fooling
knock off a powerhouse. The first David. The puck rolled between Dacomes when the struggling team gets vid's legs - and into the net - with 1:31
hot goaltending and defense. The sec- left in the period.
ond comes when the top team plays
DAVID BIN A put the Broncos up 2without its usual desire.
1 just 1:30 into the second period when
Last weekend. Western Michigan's he took a shot at the left post which
hockey team took advantage of both deflected into the goal off David's
elements to post a win and a tie over glove.
Bowling Green, 3-1 and 3-3 in overFor the next 18 minutes, the Faltime, at the Lawson Ice Arena.
cons had the better of the chances,
The disparity between the team's although they lacked crispness in
records (BG - 22-4-2, WMU - 9-1M) their play. With Bina in the penalty
was inconsequential when the two box for elbowing, Healy survived a
teams took the ice last Friday and, barrage of BG shots in what proved to
after surviving a barrage of Falcon be the turning point in the contest.
offense during the first 10 minutes of Healy stopped John Samanski all
the game, Western showed they could alone in front of the goal, Mike Pikul's
turn back the most potent offense in slapshot hit the post, and a shot by
the nation.
Dan Kane just caught Healy on the
Dave O'Brian helped get BG off to a inside of the leg, allowing him to block
1-0 lead at 3:20 of the first period by a shot he didn t see.
Healy continued his outstanding
taking a pass at the right point from
Wayne Wilson, skating down the side play later in the period, stopping
boards and firing a solid pass to the Perry Braun on a breakaway, and be
crease which Kerry Kennedy blocked was rewarded when Rob Reid beat
into the net for the score. But the David on a solo break with 39 seconds
Falcons would not score again for the left in the period.
next 77:59 in the series.
Both goaltenders were on display in
That lead held up until WMU's Dan the final period, as David slopped
Dorion beat David late in the first Dorion on a breakaway, and Healy
SAVE 50% THIS WED..THURS. & FRI.

stopped Samanski on two shots from
the slot
THE BRONCO victory marked the
first win for former BG assistant Bill
Wilkinson over the Falcons in three
tries. Wilkinson said the win was a
complete team effort.
"(Healy) played well, but the
whole team did," Wilkinson said.
WCOM-COUfGE HOCKEY STATCTCS
BUREAU MEDIA POU
pact
1
2
3
4
5
6

Team (Fnt Pace Votes!
ProwkncelSI
MnwoO(l|
NofltiDtXott
Mcfig* Salt
Boring Green |1|
Ohio Sale
Maconson
Cwkaon
NenHmpshre
MrraMa-M*

1
9
IC

Record
24-40
26-6 '
20-9-1
24-6-C
22-53
20-5-5
21-9 3
13-5'
1241
22-11 1

MPl-RAOO COACHES POU.

Pan
T1
T1
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10

POUTS

95
96
77
71
85
46
29
24
15
12

They played hard - they bumped and
grinded. The key was withstanding
the first 10 minutes, after BG had the
puck all of the time. We took the
momentum away from BG and they
couldn't get on track."
Healy said the play of his counterpart was the only thing that kept
BG in the game.
"If it wasn't for Mike David, we
would have scored a lot more,' he
_____

sTHIS WEEK...

"SUZIE

APARTMENTS
Are Now Leasing For

Haircut not included

macys HAIR IN
2nd Floor/352-5615 lliiftCharge it!!

818-822 Second St.

SUMMER AND FALL

•Two bedroom, four person
•Gas heat & all utilities
furnished except electric
•Laundry, Air Conditioning
•$530per person per semester
352-7454

1 and 2 bedroom apartments available.
swimming pool, and all utilities
paid, except electricity
OFFICE HOURS:
MON-FRI 9:00-5:00
Sat. or EVENINGS by Appointment

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

February's 1/2 off Perm
and HairRelaxer
Special
Reg. $25 $35 $45 values!

BG
APARTMENTS

WINTHROP TERRACE

blueline and took a shot which the
trailing O'Dino tipped between Collins' legs for the score.
Next came the most critical period
of the game for WMU. With Lance
Johnston in the penalty box,
Samanski just missed with two shots
from the slot, and a shot by P. Wilson
rode the goal line but did not cross.
Western appeared to have clinched
a sweep in the third period when Rob
Adams scored his first goal of the
year on a rebound - with Western on
the power play - for a 3-1 lead. But
Hills' line wouldn't quit, producing
two goals in the final 7:06 to salvage
the tie. Samanski scored his second
goal at 12:54 with BG on the power
play, and Hills took a tremendous
pass from Dave EUett to beat Healy
from the slot.
"I thought the goaltending by both
teams was super," Wilkinson said.
"We just said to (the team), 'let's
keep playing like we have been.' We
played 50 minutes of good hockey,
then we sort of ran out of gas."
"We can't be happy with a tie, but
at least we came back," Samanski
said. "(Healy) played well - he's an
intense goalie. We just didn't get any
breaks. It's funny, that's the way
hockey goes. Some nights you can put
the puck in the net any time you
want."

• •••••••i
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Come Join the Fun!
let It Be Lowenbrau

"Where Quality Comet First"

1616 E. Woosler
Ph. 352-2566
Op«nMon.-Frr9 30a.m. 4 30p.m : Sat 9o m Sp m

keys to the loss.
"WE FAILED to capitalize on
some good scoring opportunities and
that really hurt us,* York said. "I
thought we played a good first and
third period, but in the second we
played very poorly. They key is that
we scored only one goal. We're not
going to win very many games 1-0."
The Falcons could come away with
only one point the following night,
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despite some brilliant goaltending by
Wayne Collins, and one of the most
determined performances to date by
the top line of Brian Hills, Samanski
and Peter Wilson.
But what hurt BG the most in this
game were penalties. Western
jumped out to a 1-0 lead at the 3:53
mart while skating five-on-three with
P. Wilson and W. Wilson in the penalty box. Andy Atkinson was credited
with the goal when a hard pass from
the side by MacDonald hit the skate of
O'Brian in front and deflected past
Collins for the goal.
The Falcons had to hang on to keep
the score at 1-0 at the intermission.
Galley broke up a two-man break
from behind and, minutes later, Collins was caught out of the net, but
made a miraculous diving stick save
on Atkinson, who stood all alone in
front with the puck and an open net.
BG TIED the game 1:19 into the
second period when Samanski took
advantage of some excellent corner
work by Hills and P. Wilson to tip a
shot between Healv's legs for the
goal. Collins stopped Reid on a breakaway moments later with a great
diving save, but O'Dino finally got his
8oal at 9:55 on a broken BG play.
'Dino had just been checked behind
the Falcon net before BG attempted
to break out of the zone. But a Bronco
defender stripped the puck at the

SUPPORT OUR
ADVERTISERS

CELEBRATE
Our
ANNIVERSARY
LOIS'

said. "I don't really think they played
that well."
That thought was echoed by Braun,
who said, "If it hadn't been for Mike,
it could have been 7-1 or 8-1. They just
played with more desire."
BG coach Jerry York pointed to
failed scoring opportunities and effective forecheckihg by the Broncos as

Congratulations
BG News
Salesperson
of the
Week

Paula
Hanigosky

/?Attention BSN Class of 1983

^

Why wait to start your nursing career? The Air
Force has a special program for 1983 BSN's.
If selected, you can enter Air Force active duty
soon after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards.
To apply, you must have an overall "B" average
and meet other basic officer entry requirements.
As a newly commissioned nurse, you'll
attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force
medical facility. It's an excellent way to prepare
for the wide range of jxperiences you'll have
serving your country as an Air Force nurse
professional. Apply Now! Application deadline
is Feb. 18. For more information, contact:
Jack McCord or Don Stask
7550 Lucerne Dr., Suite 100
Middleburg Hts.. OH 44130
Call Collect (216) 522-4325
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BG cagers stay on top of MAC
by Keith Walther
sports editor

-BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Waiting
Bowling Green forward Lamar Jackson and an unidentified Eastern Michigan
player war) for a rebound In last Saturday'* gam* at Anderson Arena.

The Bowling Green basketball machine continued to roll last Saturday
in Anderson Arena, as it cruised to a
7945 Mid-American Conference win
over Eastern Michigan.
With the victory, BG still claims
the top spot in the conference with a 91 record. The Falcons are now 14-5
overall. Meanwhile, the Hurons drop
to 3-7 (7-12 overall).
Ohio University, a 59-45 winner
over Northern Illinois, remains one
game behind BG in the MAC race,
while Miami, a 61-54 loser to Ball
State, drops three games behind the
Falcons.
It was BG's sixth win in a row and
its second win over the Hurons this
season. BG defeated EMU 5342, back
in January in Ypsilanti, Mich.
"I thought Bowling Green played
with a lot more Intensity this time. At
our place they stood around a lot and
kind of waited to see if we would make
things happen," EMU head coach Jim
Boyce said. "They let us back in it a
couple times in the first game - tonight they wouldn't let us do it."
THAT IS not necessarily true.
With the Falcons leading by 11
points, 52-41, with just over 11 minutes
left in the game, the Hurons applied
full court pressure. BG did not successfully in-bound the ball five consecutive times - this gave EMU
ample opportunity to get back into the
ball game. However, the Hurons were
only able to capitalize on one of the
BG miscues - a Mario McClain field
goal.
But, like so many times before
when the opposing team made any
kind of run at all, a BG player would
take control of things in behalf of his
Falcon teammates. In this particular
case, it was Falcon junior Colin Irish.
Irish blocked a shot, grabbed the
loose ball, and hit David Jenkins with

by Steven Uulnn
sports reporter
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LAST SATURDAY, BG put four
players into double figures for the
second straight game. Besides Irish
and Faine, Jenkins added 14 and
Keith Taylor dropped in 16.
The Falcons outrebounded the Hurons - which marks the fourth consecutive game that BG has led in the
carom department. Also, the Falcons
connected on 17-of-20 free throw attempts as compared to just 16-of 29
against Central Michigan last
Wednesday.
The BG offense continues to improve. The 79 points in Saturday's
game marked the season-high in point
production in a conference game.
The Falcons held two of Eastern's
top three guns, McClain and Vince
Giles, down for the better part of the
game. McClain, averaging 15.4 points
per game going into the contest,
scored only two points in the first half.
But when the Hurons made their
"move," the senior guard connected
on 19 points - all in the last 13:52 of the
second half - giving him a total of 21
markers for the game's top scoring
honors.
Giles, meanwhile, could only manage six points for the game. He had a
10.8 average going into the tilt.

by Steven Qulnn

sports reporter

BG's Donna Homberger begin* her quest
for a victory In last Friday'* meet agalnat
Miami at Cooper Pool.
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BOWLING GREEN 79
Faine, 8-4--20; Irish, 7-4-18; Taylor,
8-0--16; Jenkins, 6-2-14; Greer, 25--9; Jackson, 0-2-?: Waddell, 0-0O; Abendroth, 0-0-0; Harrison, 0-0O. TOTALS: 31-17-79.
EASTERN MICHIGAN 65
McClain, 10-1-21; Blevins, 6-2-14;
Gardner,
5-0-10; Giles,
2:2-6;
Brown, 3-0-6; Adams, 3-0-6; Watson, 1-0-2; Miller, 0-0-0; Buttrom. O0-0; White, 0-0-0; Crews 0-0-0.
TOTALS: 30-5-65.

Falcons drown 'Skins
and end 18-year jinx

r ..

without being rested and beat the best
of them," Zwierlein said.
Long won the 100 and 200-breasIt took a well-rested Miami Univer- troke for the Falcons. According to
sity swim team to beat the Bowling Zwierlein, Long's time of 2:28.69 is
Green women's swimming team, 89- currently the best in the MAC.
59, last Friday at Cooper Pool.
Coach Ron Zwierlein said the meet
Diver Marcia Scodova won the
does not tell the complete story of his three-meter competition with a score
team's chances in the upcoming Mid- of 245.95 and fell one point short of
American Conference winning (he one-meter competition
Championships.
against Miami's Kelly Kurz, a mem"It really is not indicative of what ber of last year's All-Ohio team.
will happen in the conference
championships," Zwierlein said. "I
BG ended the meet on a strong note
believe they rested more kids than by winning 400-freestyle relay. Swimthey said. I saw girls wearing skin ming for BG were Homberger, Beth
suits. A swimmer doesn't normally Ricketts, Amy Allender and Terry
wear a skin suit to a dual meet unless Alexander.
Zwierlein had a great deal of posishe is rested,".
Miami coach Dave Jennings de- tive comments for his team despite
cided to rest some of his swimmers the loss.
hoping to bring their times down and
"I feel that we swam very well.
qualify for national competition. How- There heads were never down,"
Zwierlein said.
ever, none of his girls qualified.
"We also had 22 time imBG's women lost the opening event
(400-yard medley relay) by five- provements. The kids are believing in
tenths of a second and were never themselves," added Zwierlein.
able to get back on the track.
The Falcons managed to win only
Miami coach Jennnings also had
six of the 17 events. Donna Hom- some compliments for BG.
berger and Kim Long were both dou"WE HADN'T had any good comble winners for the BG.
petition since the beginning of the
year. It's going to be a great battle
HOMBERGER captured both the between Miami and BG at the MAC
50 and 200-yard backstroke. She has championships," Jennings said.
Jennings also claimed that he only
been one of BG's most consistent
swimmers this year. "She's one of rested one swimmer and no more
those people who can go into a meet than that.

M»C STANDINGS
Tern Mr*
taring Gram (14-51
Oho Urmrsty (13-4)
Man 19-10)
Kant S«e (12-7|
Bd Saw (11-8|
ToMo (10-91
Northern area 16-131
Ea**mMcnjg*i|7-12)
CtrMUcNgai (8-111
V«e***rnMcr*g*n(4-16)

Later, the Hurons reduced the lead to
just seven, 64-57, with 5:05 left. But
that was as close as EMU got as BG's
Bill Faine connected on two field
goals in a row to spring the Falcons to
a 68-57 lead.
POINT GUARD David Greer said
that he and his teammates knew EMU
would eventually apply some backcourt pressure and that the way the
team handles such pressure and
surges from their opponents is a mark
of a champion.
" We knew they would come at us
eventually." Greer said. "They did a
good Job of denying me the ball. They
were very aggressive. Yet, I think the
main reason we had trouble with their
press for that short time is because
we were congested - we had everyone
in one spot.
"When a team makes a run at us, it
does always seem like someone will
give us a lift - that's a sign of a
championship ball club. It says something if you have just one guv who you
have to look to all the time for the big
plays. We have a lot of guys who, at
any time, can pick us up."
Boyce felt that although the pressure did seem to force BG to make
some turnovers, there was no way his
team could have pressured the Falcons all game long.

Streak stopped;

BG women tankers
drop last home meet
r.

a perfect outlet pass for a layup. Then
Irish, who in the game went over the
1,000 career point plateau, connected
on two free throws - extending the BG
lead to 56-43.

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.

BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor

Last Friday, the Bowling Green
men's swimming team accomplished
something they had not done in 18
years - they beat Miami.
The 61-52 victory was the first victory against the Miami since 1965 and
broke a thirteen year losing streak.
BG could only manage a tie back in
1969.
Head coach Ron Zwierlein gave his
team credit for their mental preparation.
"The whole team was ready to
swim. With this kind of a rivalry, you
don't need to say anything for this
meet," Zwierlein said.
It was a come-from-behind victory
for the Falcons. The Redskins took a
quick 15-1 lead after the first two
events before BG's Matt Lenhart won
the 200-yard freestyle.
The Falcons then made a complete
sweep (the top three places) of the 50freestyle. Junior Jeff Layne was the
winner with a time of 22.21.
Zwierlein said the sweep had to be
the turning point of the meet.
"The 50 really got us pumped up.It
really picked us up after falling hehind early in the meet," Zwierlein
said.
SENIOR DIVER Phil Koester continued BG's campaign by capturing
the one-meter diving competition with
a national qualifying score of 298.6.
Koester had previously qualified by

the eleven dive standards - which he
said is easier than the six dive standard. "I really wanted to qualify with
the six dives. It's more of an accomplishment," Koester said.
Layne and Lenhart gave the men a
temporary lead of 38-32. Layne won
the 200-butterfly while Lenhart took
the 100-freestyle.
Normally no one remembers or
cares who came in second, but Zwierlein said it was freshman Dave Pershing's second place finish in the 200backstroke that kept BG in the running.
'Tershing had a hell of a race. The
sweep in the fifty and his second place
finish were crucial in the meet,"
Zwierlein said.
The Redskins regained their lead
but Koester gave BG the lead back by
winning the three-meter diving competition with a score of 328.45.
With the the Falcons in the lead 5452, the outcome of the meet rested on
the last event, the 400-freestyle relay.
A capacity crowd were on their feet as
Ed McCoy, Les Szekely and Layne
were dead even with Miami's swimmers. Anchorman Lenhart then
pulled away and won the relay as well
the meet.
"That was the loudest crowd I've
ever heard at BG," Lenhart said.
Zweirlein said it was the biggest
win of his coaching career.
"It has to be my happiest and
greatest thrill as a coach In a dual
meet situation."

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom furn. apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker
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fall

bedrm

Try Our Drive-Thru
Fast, Friendly Service

the week of Febuary 14, 1983

&
lor

Bang

thketyl

352-4497

summer

Lower summer rales Cal Rich Herns

Aval immed" 2 bdrm apt $225'mo

WANIU_

WOMEN OF BOWLING GREEN ARE

Delivery starts at 4pm

lor

$540/sem /Student

button again. Finally she's up-Bang

Obnoxious

Good Sunday thru Wednesday
No Coupon Necessary

Box 3814

rig

KIES ALL WEEK UNION FOYER

SCOUTS".

interview interested

velope to: BEZET. PO

water, cable TV included. Now rant-

PERSONALIZED VALENTINE COO-

352-

EVERY SUB

request.

Futy lurn carpeted 2 bdm apt heat

Sam 319 Pike St

heart ayes and red pompoms
7988 Reasonable Wll ship

250 off!

on

Attention Students

Rmle needed lor 5 bdrm house Spr

»«u Fit 352-

free Also monkey sock does with red

DELIVERY SPECIAL

sent

POT "NT

Don't you dare preas thai snooze

3-7 Mon

Rush Rush Rush

510 E. WOOSTER AVE.
Phone: 352-9814

OLD.

gonna miss your clsss agalnl Lou-

T

The following employers will be on campus

Wake

YR

'361

Al srlereeted women
Tonight 8.00 p.m.

T)exter\

form

Send a settaddresaed. stomped en-

because come

art! Love your Crazy Phi Mu's. Jamie
and Amy

$300 up

GOOSE-

I

WILL SACRIFICE. CALL 352-6112

experience Alages Paychecks futy
guaranteed
complete dele* and

Tha waak a just beginning . Sure

Mrd Am Manor Apia 2 bdrm Unlurn

SURVIVAL

after

"IMPERIAL" ELECTRIC BASS GUI
TAR WITH HARD CARRYING CASE

appacaaon

Saturday the lormal win be here at

NORTHFACE

354 1940

Valentine Ceokle 352-1787. Amen-

Our Pike Men Bub and Si,

hope it goes fast,

otter

COOKIES Order your 10 In.-lt In.

Mansfieid. OH 44907

or

RED THERMAL UNDERWEAR FOR

Every Night Al Night
Heart Shaped

pay

fib

1977 Aspen 6 cyt . suto . AC. NICE

BEST OFFER 352 6112

Haircut not

and security of your own home. No

THINGS

best offer 372 5215

CAR Bast
5 30pm.

DOWN COAT/HOOO

$35. 845 values

Great

Must sal $275 or

$24

$241 20 Weekly Paychecks (Futy

TIMES WITH

Anoeao. Waahington 98362.

352 4360

tion? Meat the men ol Phi Qamma

MU:

Year're probably paying too much'!
Jeans N' Things
531 FUdge Si.

1-12, Box 2048. Port

ALL ARE WELCOME'
Happy Hour-Hoeday Inn

Excellent

Sand $3 00 for into

NIGHT AT 8 00 P M

FPU THRU MON

PHI

Vs Day

Perm and Hak Retaxer Special Reg
rnduded H2-88U

T-Shlrt screening
JEANS N

Summer

ROCKIN NEW YEARS PARTY TO-

Do you want more than just an educe
S19 95

AOPI'S

required.

1 DOZEN PER DAY

7Svpage Cal Dabble 353 4435
aa

THE

exp

FROM MVLES FLOWERS

typing with only 36 hours notice

mstmed-low

FORGET

Mo

10 30300 Sun.

Need some typsvg dona? II do your

Mufflers

Panhal has gained because

of you. and so have we1 We're so

1460 E

(FREE ESTIMATESI

*■.!

Macy's

N your not getting your shirts from

Jobs on Ships) American. Foreign

tHO-Farms. mc State 8 Local
7 daya a week

House Oau0htars"-Tha

Men'-Women'

State > Local.

ONE'S APARTMENT BUILt TOSUIT

352-4497

OF

405 Student Service! building Ap-

T

I

from

134 N Mam Contact Mary

guaranteed) wortung m the comfort

THE

Party. Taa. or Soon Evanf Cal Tan

Canter

I

Across

Theatre

tchaeider Fantastic Job with

at 2-4878

•are Cuitom Built

I
I

lor SI

al 382-5620
Apr! 1 CALL'

THE

382-2784

Dowiaown 1 bedroom apt. with win-

can Cookie Co.

CLASSY WOO0 BAR TO ENHANCE

EAT-IN
CARRYOUT
IN A HURRY?

YOU'

TAMA HARDWARE G.C. ttOO

Brand new engagement nng

THANX FOR THE GREAT TIME FRF
DAY NIGHT WE'LL ALWAYS BE

It

2O0MOSELEY

AT

Recorder 8 Tapaa

S PIECE WHITE LUDWIG DRUM SET

Newtove Management

Mary Jo: You have touched ue. wa
have grown, and we're so gad that

stay on tha winrang track.

FOR SAU
RarJo Shack TRS80 pocket programabie computer 8 printer
$300
also svaH lor mat $80 BB6-B722

Gam Activation1 I'm reel proud of

ARRANGEMENTS

CONTACT ESCORT SERVICE at the
Commuter Center 2-0360.

336 S Mam St 352-5620
dows

1983

*

DRIVERS

value lor $150

brochure of

TO

Located at Baal Western
Wooaler. Ofc »I8

IBA MEETING
7 30 P M TONIGHT

free

ruah You're a great asset to the
house The Brothers

Hrs. 7 am-9 pm

FEB. 10 ON THE FRONT INDOOR

372-0331 lor an ntervaw (An equal
opportunity Employer!

era of Sigma PW Epeaon.

Pb 362-1438 or 364-1807

STEPS. FOR MORE INFO. CALL KIM
QTtaTML

clueless weekend with two clueless
freshman tor the TKE Formal No-

en|oy your year al office. The Broth-

night1 Let's keep up the hustling and

YOUR PICTURE IN THE KEY. MEET
IN UNIVERSITY HALL AT 5.30 ON

THE

"BOY SCOUTS

You've

do make good leaders We hope you

VALENTINE

QET

FOR

HERE'S LOOKING

LOVE.

BEAUTIFUL DRIED 1 SILK FLORAL

DISPATCHERS
WALKERS

WANTED Two cajetaas woman lor s

our

while

at Tha

up

phone 372 2639

for

SERVICES

helping others

Escorts are needed

Congratulations go out to Karen
Reesa on her long awaited Alpha

ALL-AMERICAN'

in

studying or watching TV?

SUZIE AND ARCHIE

$33 1040. A t B. ad) 4 credits inc

TO

Sign

Interested

Racnat-

MAKING

02021 and ma Coasga ol Art» and

CLUB MEMBERS'••

25-28

warm-up. and gat crazy -Florida Feng

Alpha Phi's.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

Fab

MDA

a on as way' We can t wait1

Team, on your fast victory Thursday

' 'ATTENTION MANAQEMENT

Superdance

the

whan we get logetheri Thanks for tha

Congraluatkms Pi Kapp Basketoal B

Datlaary on 8 off campus Sat. Fab.

who enters

SERVICES OFFERED

oaaaitows due February 9.

tha forum of Unrt. Hall. Prlce-t 1.00

MONTH'

1884 MEN OF BGSU CALENDAR

TOM

Jonas Income Tax Service
S1S-1040A. mc State 8 Local

llnaa day ftoaars on Fab. 8-10 In

W

proved once again that short people

Ouad
Lounga.
6 30-8 00
pa
Sponsored by Urwersrfy Division (2-

The tttiaaiil Council for exceptional children will ba tailing nuen-

IF

YOU'VE GOT THE LOOKS WATCH

aurer and secretary for IFC

much' Your

Saancaa {2-2016)

CAMPUS

OUT-YOU COULD BE THE NEXT

ON

RIDGWAY

ON

I

IjnelaWlia on baevg eactad traa-

709 S Mam
NEIL

anyone

school year

BEST

THE

SITY
PLACEMENT
OFFICE.

^___

FREE T-SWRT
To

Stop m

IT WITH-

EvtWT>«T*3

Mark Kohler and Doug Qabram. con

Kirk's Coin Laundry

CONGRATS

MEN

THE

MANAGE-

WITHIN

BtaYoaahe tor FREE!

sddreaaea and prices tor the 83-84

FOR

PROGRAM

UPPER

DAY. FEBRUARY 9 AT THE UNIVER-

Sand your valentine baaoora
The BaAoonrran

SELECT GROUP OF WOMEN ARE
LOOKING

FOR

TO

POSITIONS

CORPORATION. SIGN UP WEDNES-

382-6081

SEARCHING

COOLDNT HAVE DONE

MENT

Irtends or organize a smaf group and

PLEASE SIGN THE PETITION TO-

CELL

CXJT YOU' LOVE. PATTY

Close lo K-Mart and Foodtown

Staters

DAY

era of Kappa Sigma.

LT a

LEADINO

TOLL FREE i Ask for Annette Go vrith

372-6296

Exceeent Sound System lor a Hal

Foundara

SPECIALS

VALENTINE'!

WEEK.

LET IT BE LOWENBRAU

AIMnlHa: PaalUon available lor rep-

Seances' Drop n lex our rrvajor avanl
Fab

LOWENBRAU

sure lo be nvaaadl We're proud to cal
you our eaters UTB. Your Alpha Phi

Ride naadad lo Mam U

answers about rnatora In Arts and
Tuaa

New Years Eva Party
For more Info cal 372-2840

hard work and dedication lo Panhal is

Where can you aek quaahona and gal

and aaa

AT UPTOWWOOWNTOWN..

2-

RIDES

Co and Slrauaa wa aao Ba present

THE

CELEBRATE ArehsVERSARY WEEK

Torxght 8 00

800-368 2006

SERVICES

ROOM

Alyson Roth and Jane HauslaM Your

from May

Wad Fab. t, r-tlo

OFF-CAMPUS

SUPPORTS

LEOAL

or Kappa Dales set 171-M71

and Saws Promotion ol
Oresti

COMMUTER

STUDENT

haarts.
Love. Paul.

2*01. ASK FOR PATRICK.

ol

THE

ORGANIZATION

KARPA DELTA RUSH

DAY IN THE OFF-CAMPUS MAIL

5 30 413 SOUTH HALL

a Jo Lewtey V.P

14

BRATION For more kite, atnul lush

Al tha ADPi House

Cat

body over 200 tjo. need apply. Cal

A

TAL

7 30 McFal

Gamma for tha use of their house lor

to you and the real of tha GvjaJan-

AND

Manmung Quo Moeeng Tomgnl

sneerery thank the laoes of Data

ON CAMPUS ON FEB

IN THE UNION— QREAT SENTIMEN-

7 AT

Love. You- SkvAngM.

BjaiawlrJJjY^jaJarsrtClv^rftaga

372-8418

8126

MERCHANDISING/MA-

weak. Union Foyer, Kohl Desk, or
The brothers ol PM Kappa Phi wah lo

ah* Wa wash you an me happiness tl

AI ntorested woman
Rush Alpha Delia Pi

Irom

ment ends soon

LOVE. IX' KEISHA

Woody at a»a you for III

your Cht-O-Oet ptvaig lo Jim Cor-

Barb at BG

LOST-UOHT OREY WOOL SCARF

MEETING MON

A

AND

much! Thank you. The PI Kappa

LOST ALPINE BOOKBAG
WITH NAME REWARD

GRAPHICS

ARE

THANKS

proud lo have you as my La" Sis Luck

712 Look toe

WFAl HAS KEY P06ITIOMS IN PUB

YOU

BR3I

Frat Row cPfaaae cal

J ara welcome lo attend'

INTERESTED m
OltAPrllCS. PR., on ART

BLACKSON

WC»eTJERFUL

our RUSH functtona Wa appreciate It

Newa-22601 to identity

rvanta and sctvitae

NAGEMENT TRAINING

"on the strip", plus nighay parties

CAR KEY FOUND m wanfty of Old

•eclor ol Marketing

aantas Week Fab

Lauderdale or KEY WEST: B beach
daya. 7 nights lodging, ai ime hotels

ONLY 50- ANO WILL BE DELIVERED

on

GRADUATING

Yea auys ara tha BEST i

GAM COOKIEGRAM. FEB 7.8 and 9
N UNIVERSITY
HALL
THEY'RE

OWEN

ORIENTED

Laee, your pleats eaooihoarta, 8ue

SUSIE

Moalemei Moeaarlzei

etENT

TENSIVE

great young lady. Pta Alpha on you

Heppy? BWhoay Chrta Woods'

SUNBATHERS'

BUSINESS STUDENTS FOR AN IN-

Now everyone knows Congratuav
Bora, wad-man Sue Connor la a

Thuraoay Kaapa Bieaaa
TtMrn
Nonway ai aofVai

Green

SPftlNGBREAK FLORIDA trip lo FT

Alpha Gam SAE pinning, the Brothera

BUY YOR SWEETHEART AN ALPHA

Thura Fab. 10. 1063
00 Guael speaker from

TICKET FROM A

the 8 A. ouHdang laaay
Greet nb
BsH MDt*al

Bowling

STEVE HUBER IS PINNED'

FINANCE CLUB MEMBERI FOR
JUST SI 00 youa lava tha chance

5lh Year - Put ana service

CONGRATULATIONS

LOST AND FOUND

I.0..S.U. SALE* CUM MtETINO

—

PERSONAL

SALES TRAINING MEETING

BGSU Squash Club Enter Fab tour

BSM mailbox at tha School of Journalism. 101 University Hall, or call

grocaraa.

SALES AND MANAOEMENTT

CONORATULATION8I!

Spaces'rasas. BGSU students
Conyeaaent sppoeienonts

INTERESTED M

Fab 8 1883

tajaaa Chi brand New Actives

„™# Maoailne la looking
ear wrrtera. photographers, graphic

Flnanca Out »llHat aMgM at
8 00pm oRocm 113 B A

CAMfUS/CITY IVENTS

FkxkJa Fllrva tear 81aM
Fab. It, N. t Caaaaaxia

a. WOOD COUNTY

Aval lor summer a lal 352-285B
VILLAGE GREEN
480 LEHMAN
2 BORM/8250 352-2276
Lower t/2 house lor 4 people

1/2

bat from campus 5 rms , bath a front
porch
11

12 moa lease beginning June

$440' mo

1 gas > water

352

2276.
Upper hat house lor 2 people 112
bet

Irom campus

deck

4 rooms, bath 6

12 moa lease begavnirig June

14 $320 mo > alec » water

352

2276
1 bdrm. apt. Quiet location. 12 mo
lease storting summer 352 2267

EMPLOYER

Reasonable Rates
Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green

DATE OF VISIT INTERESTED IN

AmonAmiAtnm

Orsd

Sludenl.

1

bdrm

apt

quiet

location. 12 mo lease starting sum

mer 3522267
1 BDRM APT LOW UTIL . 160-MO .
NO LEASE. DEPOSIT REOUIRED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY' 1 3823110 10-6 pm
1 Bdrm apt low uH
$i90mo no lease
deposit required

Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

available rmmadatefy
I 362 3110 10-5 PM
lasuaaa and apts. Close to campus
lor the 1983-84 school year

1267-

3341.
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1

41
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ACROSS
1 PrttkJtot from
Tfv» Bay Suit
6 Count* Ofdt>f
10 Podofth*
cotton plant
14 Face unlavofably
to tha wind
15 Alas. Latin atyia
16 (ngradtant in
.torn* cosmetics
17 Montana's flow*"
19"—tnt
wnataal"
20 French season
21 Comparative
endings
22 Oregon■ mc*
name.
State
24 State now*
ol Idaho
26 Farmer's
concern
27 Cookout callers
28 AQush
32 Bout
34 Net
35 Cape* s rooot
drama
38 Wool, m
combinations
37 Signaled larawe.1
38 Trig function
39 Bygone
40 Name in opera

Km
4i Freeh
42
State

44 What
God
wrought!
45 Danish weights
48 Louisiana's bird
49 Inaect's antenna
52 Sir
.knight
of the Round
Table
53 Orinoco tributary
54 Measured space
55 State f k>we* ol
Texae
58 Soho domeatic
59 •"
Misbeha*in
60 Daily fare, in
Pans
61
and turn
62 Soaks, as flax
63 Recesses
of churches
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12 Term o'
endearment
13 Unpleasant
expression
18 Laws Abb*
23 Land Of the ,
shamrock
25 Go
26 Secret agents
28 Cut
29 Gear lor March
17th marchers?
30 Wearers ol habds
31 Coiorteee
32 Authenticate
33 Therefore
34 Island NE of Leyte
37 Ridge made lo
divan rainfall
38 Egyptian quean of
the gods
40 Basic word.
DOWN
for Cicero
French clerics
41 Sodium carbonate
Memberoflhe
ascertain
Paniheon
fishermen
Tartor'a task
44 Roaamery is one
Converged
46 Lowell and
the future
others
(forecast)
47 Rocky rtdge
Cotta or firms
46 Musical and bank
Sounds of
49 Not fancy
surprise
50 Reverberate
Earth: Prefix
51 SaaWs stats
Heading for
52 Diamond hit
loreign pans
56 Golf w\
Black igneous roch
location
Name lor a Viking V Small amount

